EX66 KARO Vintage Synth Explorer II for KORG KRONOS®

The KARO Library EX66 Vintage Synth Explorer II provides ten KORG Vintage Keys of Fame:

- DL-50 Delta Strings Synthesizer
- PE-1000 Polyphonic Ensemble P
- Poly-800 Programmable Polyphonic Synthesizer
- PS-3200 Programmable Semi-Modular Polyphonic Synthesizer
- SG-1D Sampling Grand

Symphony 03 Orchestra Module

90+ carefully produced multisamples and 128 Program Presets – an amazing 420 MB Sample Library for all fans of Korg Instruments from the 70s and 80s! The Korg user’s dream to get access to the classic analog sound character of all original instruments comes true now.

Produced in cooperation of Klaus P. Rausch and KARO Sound Development.

**About this Expansion**

EX66 KARO Vintage Synth Explorer II for KORG KRONOS® is an expansion that brings back the classic sound character of Korg Instruments from the 70s and 80s. It includes 90+ carefully produced multisamples and 128 Program Presets, with an amazing 420 MB Sample Library. The module includesDL-50 Delta Strings Synthesizer, PE-1000 Polyphonic Ensemble P, Poly-800 Programmable Polyphonic Synthesizer, PS-3200 Programmable Semi-Modular Polyphonic Synthesizer, and SG-1D Sampling Grand. It is designed for Symphony 03 Orchestra Module, and is produced in cooperation of Klaus P. Rausch and KARO Sound Development.